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the book tackles the subject of the military and politics in latin america from a broad historical perspective drawing on literature in the field and other information based on personal interviews with officers the founding of the roman catholic church in melanesia and micronesia 1850 to 1875 is the result of father ralph wiltgen s years of archival work in rome and at the headquarters of religious orders who worked in micronesia and melanesia it follows his first historical book on the subject the founding of the roman catholic church in oceania 1825 to 1850 but narrows the focus the first book dealt with the whole of oceania and emphasized developments in polynesia this book concentrates on melanesia and micronesia from 1850 to 1875 the period immediately before the work of large numbers of missionaries of the sacred heart marists and divine word missionaries assumed great momentum in the period between 1875 and 1914 micronesia is a huge area of the world made up of numerous culturally and politically distinct groups of atolls ranging over about 1 400 miles from the northwest to the southeast its peoples speak scores of mutually unintelligible though related languages on such island groups as the marshalls the gilberts nauru and kiribati far more heavily populated is melanesia another huge area of the pacific where as many as one thousand distinct languages are spoken in an arc of islands extending from just below the equator in a boomerang shape from today s indonesian controlled papua and independent papua new guinea on the island of new guinea in the northwest all the way along the solomon island chain to 25 south latitude to the southeast in this book wiltgen shows himself the undisputed master of the archives of the propaganda fide the vatican s chief mission agency and the religious orders that provided missionaries all of which is supplemented by his attention to the lives of key people of the period he shows the propaganda now prodding missionary orders to take on the difficult work of evangelizing these areas and on other occasions struggling to keep up with and understand fast moving events and the colorful characters both ecclesiastical and among colonial administrators rogue sea captains and indigenous leaders wiltgen lets the contemporary records speak for themselves though one can imagine his arched brow and mischievous grin as he selects exactly the right quote to describe now an act of missionary heroism and now an act of self promotion it is a masterful book making available the early history of one of catholicism s greatest missionary successes helping the reader understand both the idealism of the vision and the way in which concrete events and people affected the outcome in this chapter we describe the experience developed around openfing a project based on a digital library of filmed courses we highlight openfing as an initiative of students for students that has obtained the support of the engineering school of universidad de la rep blica uruguay currently openfing seeks its
consolidation along with an undergraduate course of initiation to audiovisual and multimedia production the project aims to be an engine to develop educational innovations and different computer tools to support teaching and learning the objective is to transform opening into an effective collaborative and interactive open learning platform from the evidence collected by this work we can conclude that opening is perceived by students and some teachers as an appropriate resource complementary to learning beginning with volume 41 1979 the university of texas press became the publisher of the handbook of latin american studies the most comprehensive annual bibliography in the field compiled by the hispanic division of the library of congress and annotated by a corps of more than 130 specialists in various disciplines the handbook alternates from year to year between social sciences and humanities the handbook annotates works on mexico central america the caribbean and the guianas spanish south america and brazil as well as materials covering latin america as a whole most of the subsections are preceded by introductory essays that serve as biannual evaluations of the literature and research under way in specialized areas the handbook of latin american studies is the oldest continuing reference work in the field katherine d mccann is acting editor for this volume the subject categories for volume 57 are as follows electronic resources for the social sciences anthropology economics geography government and politics international relations sociology through a thorough examination of political repression in brazil chile and argentina anthony pereira illuminates the ways in which the long term relationship of a country s military and judiciary can explain a regime s overall approach to the law in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends a sweeping study of political murder in latin america this sweeping history depicts latin america s pan regional culture of political murder unlike typical studies of the region which often focus on the issues or trends of individual countries this work focuses thematically on the nature of political murder itself comparing and contrasting its uses and practices throughout the region w john green examines the entire system of political murder the methods and justifications the perpetrators employ the victims and the consequences for latin american societies green demonstrates that elite and state actors have been responsible for most political murders assassinating the leaders of popular movements and other messengers of change latin american elites have also often targeted the potential audience for these messages through the region s various dirty wars in spite of regional differences elites across the region have displayed considerable uniformity in justifying their use of murder imagining themselves in a class war with democratic forces while the united states has often been complicit in such violence green notes that this has not been universally true with us support waxing and waning a detailed appendix exploring political murder country by country provides an additional resource for readers since the early twentieth century technological transfers from the united states to latin american countries have involved technologies of violence for social control as the chapters in this book
illustrate these technological transfers have taken various forms including the training of Latin American military personnel in surveillance and torture and the provision of political and logistic support for campaigns of state terrorism. The human cost for Latin America has been enormous; thousands of Latin Americans have been murdered or tortured, and whole communities have been terrorized into silence. Organized by region, the essays in this book address the topic of state-sponsored terrorism in a variety of ways. Most take the perspective that state-directed political violence is a modern development of a regional political structure in which U.S. political interests weigh heavily. Others acknowledge that Latin American states enthusiastically received U.S. support for their campaigns of terror. A few see local culture and history as key factors in the implementation of state campaigns of political violence. Together, all the essays exemplify how technologies of terror have been transferred among various Latin American countries with particular attention to the role that the United States as a strong state has played in such transfers. The Cambridge History of Latin America is a large-scale collaborative multi-volume history of Latin America during the five centuries from the first contacts between Europeans and the native peoples of the Americas in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries to the present. Latin America Politics and Society since 1930 consists of chapters from Part 2 of Volume VI of the Cambridge History that provide a thorough account of political movements in Latin America. Each chapter is accompanied by a bibliographical essay. Monsignor Franco is known as an engaging storyteller of his impactful time in the church. Read this book, and you will see why Timothy Cardinal Dolan, Archbishop of New York, wrote, 'of the Church remembers is Monsignor Hilary C. Franco's engaging memoir, and a story only a son can tell of the Catholic Church and of Italian immigrants from Belmont, his Bronx neighborhood. Franco rose to work with the highest and most influential figures of the Roman Catholic Church as a young man. He attended Rome's Premier Seminary soon after becoming the Special Assistant to Archbishop Fulton Sheen as a priest. He would travel the world and recount a harrowing experience in the deep south in the early 1960s. His work at the Vatican Councils that redefined the church and his time posted at the Church's diplomatic missions in Washington D.C. and the United Nations. This most formidable churchman reveals his tales of intellectual, pastoral, and diplomatic service to the Catholic Church with recollections of the fascinating people he came to know from U.S. presidents and foreign heads of state to religious leaders like Padre Pio and Saint Mother Teresa. The title of his current role, Advisor at the Permanent Observer Mission of the Holy See to the United Nations, gives little hint of the drama of the times. He recollects stories of this book's six pontiffs that Franco served under John XXIII, Paul VI, John Paul I, John Paul II, Benedict XVI, and Francis. This book offers landmarks along Franco's trek through the corridors of spiritual power in New York, Washington D.C., and Rome. Six popes: a son of the church remembers is written from a unique eyewitness vantage on many of the events and movements that shaped our world and the Catholic Church. There is really no other book like it. The first edition of the successful Encyclopedia of Creativity served to establish the study of creativity as a field in itself, now completely updated and revised in its second edition.
encompasses the definition of creativity the development and expression of creativity across the lifespan the environmental conditions that encourage or discourage creativity creativity within specific disciplines like music dance film art literature etc the relationship of creativity and mental health intelligence and learning styles and the process of being creative this reference also appeals to a lay audience with articles specifically on the application of creativity to business settings available online via sciencedirect and in limited print release named a 2012 outstanding academic title by the american library association s choice publication serves as a compendium of reviews of a number of domain specific areas such as acting dance expressive arts film food religion science sports theater and writing creativity and education are examined in articles about thought processes such as developmental trends in creative abilities and potentials the enhancement of creativity intelligence play prodigies programs and courses talent and teaching creativity cognitive aspects of creativity can be investigated in articles about altered and transitional states analogies attention cognitive style divergent thinking flow and optimal experience metacognition metaphors problem finding problem solving and remote associates covers business and organizational creativity in articles about advertising with art creative visuals business management creativity coaching creativity exercises entrepreneurship group dynamics innovation leadership organizational culture organizational development teams and training among others explicitly examines the complex interrelationship between society and creativity in articles about awards conformity and conventionality the creative sector and class of society cultural diversity the dark side of creativity east vs west networking social psychology war zeitgeist and others personal and interpersonal creativity is discussed in articles relating to collaboration family life stages mentors networking personal creativity and self actualization focuses on scientific information about creativity there are also articles that discuss brain and neuropsychology concepts of creativity definitions of creativity expertise longitudinal studies researching art artists and art audiences research methods phenomenology research and qualitative research online version contains an additional 26 biographies of famously creative people katalog over opera indspilninger på grammofonplade kassetebånd cd video laserdisc og minidisc sergio raimondi s work engages in the most complex issues of his time including globalisation colonialism industrialisation and environmental degradation yet all his concerns are rigorously analysed through the medium of the poet s art steeped in literary tradition and craft he is widely considered argentina s most important and influential contemporary poet with an international reputation many of raimondi s poems address what might seem unlikely subjects for poetry industrial practices global trade or labour legislation yet among the allusions the immense research the unsparing gaze and the expert skill of the language there s also room for desert dry humour touches of self deprecation and immense empathy for individuals caught up in seemingly implacable historical processes this volume includes a generous selection of his poems from poesía civil civil poetry and lexikón lexikon in bilingual spanish english facing pages format a substantial introduction by the translators places raimondi s work in its literary and wider cultural context
and reflects on the challenges faced when bringing his unique poetry into English contains records in review revisitation of dated doctrines on South Atlantic hegemony does not consider the modernization of geostrategic premises imposed by air space dominance and missile deployment. Handbook of Latin American Studies v 57.
Don Carlos 1870 the book tackles the subject of the military and politics in Latin America from a broad historical perspective drawing on literature in the field and other information based on personal interviews with officers. The Armed Forces and Democracy in Latin America 1998 the founding of the Roman Catholic Church in Melanesia and Micronesia 1850 to 1875 is the result of Father Ralph Wiltgen’s years of archival work in Rome and at the headquarters of religious orders who worked in Micronesia and Melanesia it follows his first historical book on the subject the founding of the Roman Catholic Church in Oceania 1825 to 1850 but narrows the focus the first book dealt with the whole of Oceania and emphasized developments in Polynesia this book concentrates on Melanesia and Micronesia from 1850 to 1875 the period immediately before the work of large numbers of missionaries of the Sacred Heart Marists and Divine Word Missionaries assumed great momentum in the period between 1875 and 1914 Micronesia is a huge area of the world made up of numerous culturally and politically distinct groups of atolls ranging over about 1,400 miles from the northwest to the southeast its peoples speak scores of mutually unintelligible though related languages on such island groups as the Marshall Islands, the Gilberts, Nauru, and Kiribati far more heavily populated is Melanesia another huge area of the Pacific where as many as one thousand distinct languages are spoken in an archipelago of islands extending from just below the equator in a boomerang shape from today’s Indonesian controlled Papua and independent Papua New Guinea on the island of New Guinea in the northwest all the way along the Solomon island chain to 25 south latitude to the southeast in this book Wiltgen shows himself the undisputed master of the archives of the Propaganda Fide the Vatican’s chief mission agency and the religious orders that provided missionaries all of which is supplemented by his attention to the lives of key people of the period he shows the Propaganda now prodding missionary orders to take on the difficult work of evangelizing these areas and on other occasions struggling to keep up with and understand fast moving events and the colorful characters both ecclesiastical and among colonial administrators rogue sea captains and indigenous leaders Wiltgen lets the contemporary records speak for themselves though one can imagine his arched brow and mischievous grin as he selects exactly the right quote to describe now an act of missionary heroism and now an act of self promotion it is a masterful book making available the early history of one of Catholicism’s greatest missionary successes helping the reader understand both the idealism of the vision and the way in which concrete events and people affected the outcome.

The Founding of the Roman Catholic Church in Melanesia and Micronesia, 1850-1875 2008-01-01 in this chapter we describe the experience developed around opening a project based on a digital library of filmed courses we highlight opening as an initiative of students for students that has obtained the support of the engineering school of Universidad de la República Uruguay currently opening seeks its consolidation along with an undergraduate course of initiation to audiovisual and multimedia production the project aims to be an engine to develop educational innovations and different computer tools to support teaching and learning the objective is to transform
opening into an effective collaborative and interactive open learning platform from the evidence collected by this work we can conclude that opening is perceived by students and some teachers as an appropriate resource complementary to learning

An Educational Project Based on a Digital Library of Filmed Courses 2018 beginning with volume 41 1979 the university of texas press became the publisher of the handbook of latin american studies the most comprehensive annual bibliography in the field compiled by the hispanic division of the library of congress and annotated by a corps of more than 130 specialists in various disciplines the handbook alternates from year to year between social sciences and humanities the handbook annotates works on mexico central america the caribbean and the guianas spanish south america and brazil as well as materials covering latin america as a whole most of the subsections are preceded by introductory essays that serve as biannual evaluations of the literature and research under way in specialized areas the handbook of latin american studies is the oldest continuing reference work in the field katherine d mccann is acting editor for this volume the subject categories for volume 57 are as follows electronic resources for the social sciences anthropology economics geography government and politics international relations sociology

Social Sciences 2000-12-01 through a thorough examination of political repression in brazil chile and argentina anthony pereira illuminates the ways in which the long term relationship of a country s military and judiciary can explain a regime s overall approach to the law

Political (In)Justice 2005 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1985-11-30 a sweeping study of political murder in latin america this sweeping history depicts latin america s pan regional culture of political murder unlike typical studies of the region which often focus on the issues or trends of individual countries this work focuses thematically on the nature of political murder itself comparing and contrasting its uses and practices throughout the region w john green examines the entire system of political murder the methods and justifications the perpetrators employ the victims and the consequences for latin american societies green demonstrates that elite and state actors have been responsible for most political murders assassinating the leaders of popular movements and other messengers of change latin american elites have also often targeted the potential audience for these messages through the region s various dirty wars in spite of regional differences elites across the region have displayed considerable uniformity in justifying their use of murder imagining themselves in a class war with democratic forces while the united states has often been complicit in such violence green notes that this has not been universally true with us support waxing and waning a detailed appendix
exploring political murder country by country provides an additional resource for readers

**A History of Political Murder in Latin America** 2015-04-27 since the early twentieth century technological transfers from the United States to Latin American countries have involved technologies of violence for social control as the chapters in this book illustrate these technological transfers have taken various forms including the training of Latin American military personnel in surveillance and torture and the provision of political and logistic support for campaigns of state terror the human cost for Latin America has been enormous thousands of Latin Americans have been murdered disappeared or tortured and whole communities have been terrorized into silence organized by region the essays in this book address the topic of state sponsored terrorism in a variety of ways most take the perspective that state directed political violence is a modern development of a regional political structure in which U.S. political interests weigh heavily others acknowledge that Latin American states enthusiastically received U.S. support for their campaigns of terror a few see local culture and history as key factors in the implementation of state campaigns of political violence together all the essays exemplify how technologies of terror have been transferred among various Latin American countries with particular attention to the role that the United States as a strong state has played in such transfers

**When States Kill** 2009-07-21 the Cambridge History of Latin America is a large scale collaborative multi volume history of Latin America during the five centuries from the first contacts between Europeans and the native peoples of the Americas in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries to the present Latin America politics and society since 1930 consists of chapters from Part 2 of Volume VI of the Cambridge History that provide a thorough account of political movements in Latin America each chapter is accompanied by a bibliographical essay

**Latin America** 1998-06-13 Monsignor Franco is known as an engaging storyteller of his impactful time in the church read this book and you will see why Timothy Cardinal Dolan archdiocese of New York six popes a son of the church remembers is Monsignor Hilary C. Franco's engaging memoir and a story only a son can tell a son not only of the Catholic Church but also of Italian immigrants from Belmont his Bronx neighborhood Franco rose to work with the highest and most influential figures of the Roman Catholic Church as a young man he attended Rome's premier seminary soon after becoming the special assistant to Archbishop Fulton Sheen as a priest he would travel the world and he recounts a harrowing experience in the deep south in the early 1960s his work at the Vatican councils that redefined the Church and his time posted at the Church's diplomatic missions in Washington D.C. and the United Nations this most formidable churchman reveals his tales of intellectual pastoral and diplomatic service to the Catholic Church enlivened by recollections of the fascinating people he came to know from U.S. presidents and foreign heads of state to religious leaders like Padre Pio and Saint Mother Teresa the title of his current role advisor at the permanent observer mission of the Holy See to the United Nations gives little hint of the drama of the times he recollects stories of this book's six pontiffs that Franco served under John XXIII Paul VI John Paul I John Paul II Benedict
La libertad que falta, 1985, the first edition of the successful encyclopedia of creativity served to establish the study of creativity is a field in itself now completely updated and revised in its second edition coverage encompasses the definition of creativity the development and expression of creativity across the lifespan the environmental conditions that encourage or discourage creativity creativity within specific disciplines like music dance film art literature etc the relationship of creativity and mental health intelligence and learning styles and the process of being creative this reference also appeals to a lay audience with articles specifically on the application of creativity to business settings available online via sciencedirect and in limited print release named a 2012 outstanding academic title by the american library association's choice publication serves as a compendium of reviews of a number of domain specific areas such as acting dance expressive arts film food music religion science sports theater and writing creativity and education are examined in articles about thought processes such as developmental trends in creative abilities and potentials the enhancement of creativity intelligence knowledge play prodigies programs and courses talent and teaching creativity cognitive aspects of creativity can be investigated in articles about altered and transitional states analogies attention cognitive style divergent thinking flow and optimal experience metacognition metaphors problem finding problem solving and remote associates covers business and organizational creativity in articles about advertising with art creative visuals business management creativity coaching creativity exercises entrepreneurship group dynamics innovation leadership organizational culture organizational development teams and training among others explicitly examines the complex interrelationship between society and creativity in articles about awards conformity and conventionality the creative sector and class of society cultural diversity the dark side of creativity east vs west networking social psychology war zeitgeist and others personal and interpersonal creativity is discussed in articles relating to collaboration family life stages mentors networking personal creativity and self actualization focuses on scientific information about creativity there are also articles that discuss brain and neuropsychology concepts of creativity definitions of creativity expertise longitudinal studies researching art artists and art audiences research methods phenomenology research and qualitative research online version contains an additional 26 biographies of famously creative people Six Popes, 2021-05-25, katalog over opera indspilninger på grammofonplade kassettebånd cd video laserdisc og minidisc Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971, 1979, sergio raimondi's work engages in the most complex issues of his time including globalisation colonialism industrialisation and environmental degradation yet all his concerns are rigorously analysed through the medium of the poet's art.
steeped in literary tradition and craft he is widely considered argentina's most important and influential contemporary poet with an international reputation many of raimondi's poems address what might seem unlikely subjects for poetry industrial practices global trade or labour legislation yet among the allusions the immense research the unsparing gaze and the expert skill of the language there's also room for desert dry humour touches of self-deprecation and immense empathy for individuals caught up in seemingly implacable historical processes this volume includes a generous selection of his poems from poesía civil civil poetry and lexikón lexikon in bilingual spanish english facing pages format a substantial introduction by the translators places raimondi's work in its literary and wider cultural context and reflects on the challenges faced when bringing his unique poetry into english

Encyclopedia of Creativity 2011-05-20 contains records in review

The Good CD Guide, 1989  1988 revisitation of dated doctrines on south atlantic hegemony does not consider the modernization of geostrategic premises imposed by air space dominance and missile deployment handbook of latin american studies v 57
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